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ABSTRACT

LUMPED ELEMENT MODELING OF CIRCULAR
CMUT IN COLLAPSED MODE

Elif Aydoğdu

Ph.D. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering

Advisor: Prof. Dr. Abdullah Atalar

Co-Advisor: Prof. Dr. Hayrettin Köymen

January, 2014

Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer is a microelectromechanical de-

vice, which serves as an acoustic signal source or sensor, in a variety of applications

including medical ultrasound imaging, ultrasound therapy, airborne applications.

It has a suspended membrane with an electrode inside, and at the underlying

substrate there is another electrode, so that the membrane can be deflected by

the electrical field formed between the electrodes. Similarly, any mechanical dis-

turbance on the membrane can be sensed as a change in the capacitance of the

two electrodes.

CMUT is a nonlinear device which has a distributed mechanical operation.

Although, it is a mass-spring system basically, the nonlinear electrical force and

the radiation force makes it impossible to solve CMUT through analytical equa-

tions. In order to predict its behavior, and design a CMUT towards the needs of

a specific application, either finite element analysis or equivalent electrical circuit

modeling should be utilized. Finite element analysis (FEA) can predict the dis-

tributed CMUT operation with high accuracy, but its usage is limited to designs

employing low number of CMUTs because of the computation cost. Recently,

advances in equivalent circuit modeling, made it possible to simulate arrays em-

ploying very high number of CMUTs, with high accuracy. These models assume

uncollapsed mode operation and except collapsed mode operation as it is highly

nonlinear.

This thesis focuses on obtaining an accurate equivalent circuit model for a

circular CMUT in collapsed mode. The outcome is a parametric circuit model,

that can simulate a CMUT of any physical and material parameters, under an

arbitrary electrical or mechanical excitation. In collapsed mode, the compliance
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of the membrane is no longer constant as in uncollapsed mode, and it increases

with increasing contact radius. Similarly, the capacitance, the electrical force

and the radiation impedance all have new behavior regarding the contact radius.

As there is no analytical solution for those parameters, we perform numerical

calculations and extract expressions for each of them.

First, we calculate the collapsed membrane deflection, utilizing the exact elec-

trical force distribution in the analytical formulation of membrane deflection.

Then we use the deflection profile to calculate the capacitance, electrical force,

and compliance. Performing a set of calculations for different CMUT dimensions,

different pressure and voltage levels, we obtain dependencies of those parameters

on rms deflection. Then we develop a lumped element model of collapsed mem-

brane operation, expressing the parameters as functions of rms deflection. The

radiation impedance for the collapsed mode is also included in the model. The

model is then merged with the uncollapsed mode model to obtain a simulation

tool that handles all CMUT behavior, in transmit or receive. Large- and small-

signal operation of a single CMUT can be fully simulated for any excitation

regime. The results are in good agreement with FEM simulations.

Keywords: Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers, Circular CMUT,

MEMS, Lumped Element Model, Equivalent Circuit Model, Collapsed Mode,

Collapsed CMUT Array, Collapsed Mode Radiation Impedance.



ÖZET

DAİRESEL CMUT İÇİN ÇÖKME MODU EŞDEĞER

DEVRE MODELİ

Elif Aydoğdu

Elektrik Elektronik Mühendisliği, Doktora

Tez Danışmanı: Prof. Dr. Abdullah Atalar

Tez Eş Danışmanı: Prof. Dr. Hayrettin Köymen

Ocak, 2014

Kapasitif mikroişlenmiş ultrasonik çevirici (CMUT), ultrasonik görüntüleme, ul-

trason terapisi, havada uygulamalar başta olmak üzere pek cok uygulamada

akustik kaynak ve algılayıcı olarak gelecek vaadeden bir mikroelektromekanik

yapıdır. Havada asılı bir membrana yerleştirilmiş bir elektrod ile altındaki ze-

minde serili bir elektroddan oluşmaktadır ve bu sayede iki elektrod arasında elek-

trik alan oluşturularak membranın bükülmesi sağlanmaktadır. Benzer şekilde,

membranı hareket ettiren herhangi bir kuvvet elektrodlar arasındaki kapasitansta

bir değişim olarak algılanabilmektedir.

CMUT, lineer olmayan ve uzayda yayılmış hareketi olan bir cihazdır.

Mekaniği, basit anlamda bir yay-kütle sistemi olsa da, üzerindeki elektrik

kuvvetin ve radyasyon empedansının lineer olmaması, analitik denklemlerle

çözülmesini engellemektedir. Bir uygulamanın gereksinimlerine dönük tasarım

yaparken, CMUT davranışını simüle edebilmek için FEA (sonlu eleman analizi)

ya da eşdeğer devre modeli kullanılmaktadır. FEA simulasyonları, CMUT’ın

uzayda yayılmış davranışını yüksek doğrulukla öngörebilmektedir, ancak işlem

yükünün çok fazla olması bu yöntemin sadece birkaç CMUT’ı modellemek için

kullanılmasına izin vermektedir. Son yıllarda gelişmeler kaydedilen eşdeğer devre

modeli çalışmaları, binlerce CMUT içeren dizilerin bile yüksek doğrulukla mod-

ellenmesine imkan sağlamıştır. Bu modeller, çökme öncesi modda CMUT lar için

kullanılmakta, yüksek nonlineeriteye sahip çökme modunu içermemektedirler.

Bu tez, çökme modunda CMUTlar için yüksek doğruluğu olan bir eşdeğer de-

vre modeli oluşturulmasını amaçlamaktadır. Tezin çıktısı, herhangi bir fiziksel ve

maddesel parametre setine sahip bir CMUT’ın rastgele bir sinyalle sürülmesinin

simüle edilebildiği, parametrik bir eşdeğer devre modelidir. Çökme modunda,
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membranın yay sabiti çökme öncesi moddaki gibi sabit değildir ve artan çökme

yarıçapıyla birlikte artmaktadır. Benzer şekilde, kapasitans, elektriksel kuvvet

ve radyasyon empedansı da çökme öncesi moddan farklı davranışa sahiptir. Bu

parametrelerin hiçbiri için analitik bir formulasyon yapılamadığı için, herbiri nu-

merik hesaplamalar sonucunda formulize edilmektedir. Modelleme prosedürü şu

şekilde özetlenebilir:

Öncelikle, çökme modunda membran profilini, gerçek elektriksel kuvvet

dağılımını kullanarak hesaplıyoruz. Ardından bu profili kullanarak, kapasitansı,

elektriksel kuvveti ve yay sabitini buluyoruz. Farklı pek çok CMUT boyutunda,

farklı basınç ve voltaj seviyeleri için bu hesaplamaları gerçekleştirerek, herbir

parametrenin rms çökme değerine bağlı davranışını ortaya çıkarıyoruz. Sonra

bu parametreleri rms çökmenin fonksiyonu olarak ifade ederek, eşdeğer devre

modelini oluşturuyoruz. Modeli çökme modundaki CMUTlar için hesaplanmış

radyasyon empedansını kullanarak tamamlıyoruz. Ayrıca modeli, çökme öncesi

mod modeliyle bütünleştirerek, CMUT davranışını kapsayan tek bir model elde

ediyoruz. Bu modelle, CMUTın alıcı ve verici olarak, küçük ve büyük sinyal op-

erasyonları, herhangi bir sürme rejiminde simule edilebilmektedir. Elde ettiğimiz

sonuçlar, FEA sonuçlarıyla uyumlu olmuştur.

Anahtar sözcükler : Kapasitif Mikroişlenmiş Ultrasonik Çeviriciler, Dairesel

CMUT, MEMS, Toplu ögeli model, Eşdeğer devre modeli, Çökme modu, Çökme

modunda CMUT dizisi, Çökme modunda radyasyon empedansı.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer is an electromechanical device,

which has a suspended membrane and two electrodes, one deposited inside the

membrane and the other lying on the substrate underneath. Applying an elec-

trical signal across the two electrodes, an electrical field is obtained on the mem-

brane; and controlling the applied signal, the membrane can be vibrated at a

specific frequency and amplitude as an acoustic source. Also as a sound and

force sensor, an external mechanical excitation will alter the capacitance between

the electrodes, creating a signal at the electrical port.

This electrically controlled acoustic device can be used towards various pur-

poses including medical ultrasound imaging [1–9], ultrasonic therapeutics [10],

and airborne applications [11–13]. CMUT is a promising technology for each of

the given applications, with its low fabrication cost, CMOS compatibility [14–17],

modularity, and large bandwidth. However, it has no widespread commercial us-

age yet, since it is a highly nonlinear device, and its operation characteristics

have not yet been fully uncovered since its invention in 1990s [18]. Especially,

in arrays, CMUTs tend to have unexpected resonances due to crosstalk [19], and

designing a CMUT array is a difficult process.

Accurate modeling of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers

(CMUTs) is essential to avoid long trial and error cycles in CMUT design and

1



manufacturing. As a CMUT’s mechanical operation is distributed and nonlinear,

its modeling is not straightforward. There have been several approaches reported

in the literature. The most reliable, and a very commonly used method has been

finite element analysis (FEA) [20–23]. In the finite element analysis environment,

the distributed operation of a CMUT membrane can be simulated with high ac-

curacy at the cost of extensive computation and time consumption. It is possible

to use symmetry properties and model only a portion of a single CMUT or a

symmetrical CMUT array to decrease the computation cost, but this only helps

to simulate either infinitely long arrays which is not realistic but only an approx-

imation, or small arrays of less than ten CMUTs. Also, FEA is not practical

as transient or harmonic analysis of even a single CMUT lasts a day, and the

computation cost exponentially increases with increasing cell count. This forces

researchers to use alternative methods for predicting CMUT operation. The

methods include characterization of CMUT behavior using experimental obser-

vations [24–26], analytical calculation of the distributed membrane bending and

the electrical-mechanical energy transfer efficiency [27–30], and defining lumped

elements to develop models suitable for dynamic simulations. Electrical circuit

elements constitute a convenient basis for CMUT modeling. Starting from Ma-

son’s model for acoustic transducers [31], equivalent circuit modeling has been

improving as a powerful alternative to FEA [18, 28, 32–35], especially for array

modeling [36–38]. The studies directed toward understanding and modeling mu-

tual impedance of CMUT arrays [19, 23, 25, 38–41] have helped to improve the

accuracy of lumped element simulations.

Currently, the uncollapsed mode operation of CMUT arrays is well understood

through equivalent circuit model simulations [38, 42, 43]. The mechanical and

electrical properties of uncollapsed mode operation are perfectly adapted to the

lumped model [35]. A significant phenomenon that should be handled in CMUT

design process is the crosstalk of CMUTs in arrays. Lumped element modeling

turns out to be very successful also at predicting crosstalk effects [38] by including

mutual radiation impedance between each cell pair. CMUTs are commonly used

in large arrays, and currently lumped element modeling is the accurate and the

only way of predicting the operation of large CMUT arrays.

2



The missing part in the developed lumped element models is the collapsed

mode operation; CMUT operation beyond the collapse point cannot be simulated.

Even in the arrays, that are driven in uncollapsed mode, some of the CMUTs may

experience collapse due to mutual radiation impedance. However, collapsed mode

was left out of the models, as its operation is highly nonlinear and all the lumped

elements should be redefined in this mode. In collapsed mode, it is not possible

to obtain analytical expressions for the lumped deflection, velocity, capacitance,

electrical force, membrane compliance and also radiation impedance. This makes

it very difficult to analyze this mode.

Collapsed mode offers high transmit efficiency as given in [44–48]. In [48],

uncollapsed and collapsed modes are compared, and it is concluded that a CMUT

can produce much higher transmit power in deep collapse mode than that in

uncollapsed mode. As the membrane is in contact with the insulating layer, the

effective gap height is smaller and larger electrical force can be obtained with the

same voltage. At the same time, the membrane stiffness increases with increasing

contact radius, which makes it possible to store more energy on the membrane

and release at transmit. In order to explore this mode further, it is necessary

to obtain a lumped element model. An equivalent circuit model for collapsed

mode was previously introduced in [49]. However, it was not a fully parametric

model. Numerical calculations of the bending profile of a specific CMUT design

were adapted to the model; hence, new numerical calculations had to be carried

out for every new set of design parameters. Also, the bending profile calculations

were done utilizing Timoshenko’s [50] uniform force solution, and this uniformity

approximation did not result in high accuracy.

In this work, a fully parametric model for a CMUT in collapsed mode is ob-

tained. First, the collapsed membrane bending is calculated with high accuracy,

utilizing the non-uniform electrostatic force expression in Timoshenko’s equation

instead of the uniform force approximation. The bending profile is used to cal-

culate the rms displacement and capacitance. The calculations are then adapted

to the lumped element model of [35], and the electrical force and compliance ex-

pressions are obtained. We model the collapsed mode operation of CMUT close

to FEM accuracy, including the self and mutual radiation impedance of collapsed

3



mode [51]. We also merge the model with the uncollapsed mode part given in

[37] and obtain a single model for the entire large-signal operation of the CMUT.
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Chapter 2

Calculation of Bending Profile in

Collapsed Mode

2.1 Accurate Formulation of Deflection-Force

Relation

In this thesis, we are interested in modeling collapsed mode CMUTs with cir-

cularly clamped membranes. Fig. 2.1 shows the profile of a CMUT cell in the

collapsed mode, while Table 2.1 lists the description of relevant variables.

Figure 2.1: The dimensional parameters of a CMUT in collapsed mode

We assume the loading on the membrane is circularly symmetrical, and so is
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Table 2.1: Description of parameters

a membrane radius

b contact radius in case of collapse

x(r) displacement profile

ǫ0 dielectric permittivity of air

ǫr relative dielectric permittivity of insulator

tg gap height

ti insulator thickness

tge effective gap height: tge = tg + ti/ǫr

tm membrane thickness

E Young’s modulus of membrane material

υ Poisson’s ratio of membrane material

ρ density of membrane material

D flexural rigidity of membrane material

ρ0 density of immersion medium

c0 speed of sound in immersion medium

the membrane bending. Timoshenko provides the calculation of bending profile

for symmetrical load distribution on circular plate in [50], page 54,

d

dr

(

1

r

d

dr

(

r
d x(r)

dr

))

=
Q(r)

D
. (2.1)

In this equation, Q(r) is the shearing force at radius r, x(r) is the bending

amount at r, b is the contact radius, and D = E t3m/12 (1− υ2) is the flexural

rigidity (a physical parameter). Q(r) is equal to the load within the circle of

radius r, divided by 2πr:

Q(r) 2πr =

∫ r

b

P (ξ) 2πξ dξ. (2.2)

P (r) is the force density distribution. It includes all the forces acting on the

membrane, which are the ambient pressure, the electrical force, the inertial force

of the membrane mass, and the force due to medium loading. Replacing Q(r),
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we end up with the following equation relating the bending profile, x(r), to P (r):

r
d

dr

(

1

r

d

dr

(

r
d x(r)

dr

))

=
1

D

∫ r

b

P (ξ)ξ dξ (2.3)

The electrical force density distribution on the membrane can be expressed with

the following equation:

PE(r) =
ǫ0 V

2

2 (tge − x(r))2
(2.4)

The electrical force density is the electrostatic force on the unit area capacitor

with a gap tge − x(r), having a voltage V across it. This expression is highly

nonlinear, and if P (r) is expressed as the summation of the electrical force and

the other forces, x(r) cannot be solved analytically.

A convenient approach for calculation of uncollapsed membrane bending is

to approximate all forces with an equivalent uniform pressure distribution across

the membrane. This way, x(r) can be expressed analytically as

x(r) = xp

(

1− r2

a2

)2

, (xp: peak displacement) (2.5)

and moreover this deflection formula can be used to obtain analytical expressions

for lumped, electrical force, capacitance, and mechanical compliance. So, uniform

pressure approximation is commonly used for formulating the uncollapsed mode

operation, in which the electrical force distribution on the membrane is almost

uniform.

In the collapsed mode, if all the forces are approximated with an equivalent

uniform pressure, the deflection profile can be expressed in the following form:

x(r) = C1 + C2 r
2 + C3 log(r) + C4 r

2 log(r) + C5 r
4 (2.6)

(C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 are constants)

However, this uniform pressure approximation does not yield accurate results

for a collapsed membrane, as the electrical force distribution is highly nonuniform

in collapsed mode. In collapsed mode, the center of the membrane is in contact

with the insulating layer, and the effective gap height is very small in this contact

region. In previous studies [49], it was observed that the calculated contact
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radius turns out to be smaller than expected when the force distribution on the

membrane is assumed to be uniform. In reality, the electrical force increases

significantly close to the contact point because of the decreased gap, exerting a

higher pulling force in this region compared to the periphery (Fig.2.2).

Figure 2.2: The force density distribution beyond contact point

As a result there is increased bending at that region. This effect is shown

in Fig.2.3. The upper plot shows the bending profile calculated with uniform

force approximation, and the lower plot is the bending profile obtained with the

electrical force distribution. We observe that the contact radius is larger than

the prediction of uniform force calculations, and the two bending profiles are

different.

In our calculations, instead of uniform pressure approximation, we utilize the

combination of uniformly distributed forces and electrical force density, which we

call the model force, in Timoshenko’s equation:

r
d

dr

(

1

r

d

dr

(

r
d

dr
x(r)

))

=
1

D

∫ r

b

(

Pb +
ǫ0 V

2

2 (tge − x(ξ))2

)

ξdξ. (2.7)

Here, the pressure term P (r) is replaced with the electrical force density at every

point on the membrane, added to the remaining uniformly distributed static

pressure Pb. Pb accounts for the ambient atmospheric or hydrostatic pressure. tge

is the effective gap height with tge = tg + ti/ǫr where tg is the gap height, ti is the
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Figure 2.3: Deflection profile obtained using electrical force density(lower curve),
compared to the one calculated by the uniform-force approximation (upper curve)

insulator thickness, and ǫr is the relative dielectric permittivity of the insulator

as given in Table 2.1.

There is no analytical solution for x(r) of (2.7), and it needs to be solved

numerically. This means we have to perform the numerical calculations for every

possible CMUT design of different physical and material parameters, under differ-

ent static pressure and excitation voltage combinations. This requires very large

number of calculations to obtain a database and form a general model. However,

there is a way to achieve this with much less calculations; all the parameters can

be normalized to a basis and the calculations can be carried out in this basis.

The procedure is described below.

We first normalize the variables and rearrange (2.7) into the generic form

r
d

dr

(

1

r

d

dr

(

r
d

dr
x(r)

))

=

∫ r

b
64

(

Pb

Pg
+

2 (V/Vr)
2

9(1 − x(ξ))2

)

ξdξ (2.8)

where the normalized variables are

r =
r

a
, b =

b

a
, x(.) =

x(.)

tge
. (2.9)

Pg is the pressure that corresponds to a peak membrane displacement of tge at
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zero bias (x(0) = 1), and Vr is the collapse voltage at vacuum [35]:

Pg =
64D tge

a4
, Vr =

16

3 a2

√

D t3ge
ǫ0

. (2.10)

The boundary conditions of the differential equation in (2.8) can be written

as

x(r)|r=1
= 0, x(r)|r=b =

tg
tge

,
d

dr
x(r)

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=1

= 0,

d

dr
x(r)

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=b

= 0,
d2

dr2
x(r)

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=b

= 0. (2.11)

The input parameters are V/Vr, Pb/Pg, and tg/tge. The resulting b and x(r)

are calculated using the algorithm described in the following section. Using this

algorithm, we obtain a set of normalized results, and this set can be used to find

the bending profile of any CMUT through simple arithmetical calculations.

2.2 Solution Algorithm

Our strategy of solving (2.8) under the boundary conditions of (2.11) is expressing

the force term in such a way that an analytical solution can be obtained. If the

pressure term can be expressed as a Kth degree polynomial as in the following

equation

r
d

dr

(

1

r

d

dr

(

r
d

dr
x(r)

))

=

∫ r

b

(

K
∑

n=1

cn ξ
n

)

dξ (2.12)

an analytical solution exists

x(r) = A1 + A2 r
2 + A3 log(r) + A4 r

2 log(r)

+

K
∑

n=1

cn r
n+3

(n+ 1)2(n+ 3)2

+r2 (1− log(r))
K
∑

n=1

cn b
n+1

4(n+ 1)
(2.13)

where A1, A2, A3, and A4 are the constants of integration.
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We use (2.13) in our iterative solution routine as demonstrated in Fig. 2.4 and

explained below:

Figure 2.4: Demonstration of iterative algorithm for solving x(r)

0. Given the physical parameters, the normalized static force, and the exci-

tation voltage, start with an initial guess of the pressure distribution. To

enable faster convergence, the following linearly varying pressure distribu-

tion is used as the initial guess1:

P (r)

Pg
=

Pb

Pg
+ 1.5

2 (V/Vr)
2 (1− r)

9(1− tg/tge)2
(2.14)

1The initial pressure should be sufficiently high to make the membrane collapse.
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1. A polynomial with coefficients cn (n = 0, 1, . . . K) is fitted to the pressure

distribution. To achieve convergence in all cases, we set K = 14. Sub-

stituting this polynomial into (2.12), an analytical expression for x(r) in

(2.13) with five unknowns (A1, A2, A3, A4 and b) is obtained. The first

four boundary conditions in (2.11) are solved with a symbolic math pack-

age to express Ai in terms of b. Then, the last boundary condition is used

to determine b by finding the zero crossing point.

2. Using the obtained bending profile, x(r), the new pressure distribution is

calculated through the electrical force density expression in the right-hand

side of (2.8):
P (r)

Pg

=
Pb

Pg

+
2 (V/Vr)

2

9(1− x(r))2

3. Go to step 1 and repeat until b convergences to a value within ≃ 0.1%

difference between successive iterations.

In this routine, it is challenging to have convergence for all cases. In the

application of the routine, the force polynomial fitting process should be carefully

handled considering the next iteration step, in order to avoid very high force at

the contact radius of the next iteration, and ensure convergence. The MATLAB

code is given and described in detail in the Appendix.

Plots for x(r) calculations are given in Fig. 2.5, showing the difference between

the bending profiles obtained with uniform pressure approximation, and model

force with Pb = 0. There are four cases for a CMUT of tg/tge = 0.9. In the un-

collapsed mode, close to the collapse point, where xP = x(0) = 0.45 (normalized

peak displacement), the two profiles are very similar. This means the uniform

pressure approximation can be used for predicting uncollapsed mode operation.

However, as the displacement increases and the membrane enters the unstable

region, the profiles start to diverge from each other, as seen in the xP = 0.7 plot.

At the snapback point where the membrane barely touches bottom, and in the

collapsed mode, the difference is even larger. At snapback, the uniform pressure

approximation gives V = 0.55Vr and xR = 0.402 (normalized rms displacement2),

2This is defined by xR =
√

1/(πa2)
∫ a

0
2πrx2(r)dr.
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while the model force results in V = 0.58Vr and xR = 0.358.

Figure 2.5: Normalized deflection profiles of uniform pressure-loaded (V = 0)
and model force-loaded (Pb = 0) membranes with tg/tge = 0.9. Both profiles have
the same peak displacements (xP = 0.45 and 0.7) in uncollapsed mode, and the
same contact radius at snapback (b = 0) and in collapsed mode (b = 0.25).

2.3 Results: Collapse and Snapback

The transduction force, the capacitance and the compliance of CMUT are de-

termined by the deflection profile. The profile depends both on the normalized

static pressure, which is uniformly distributed, and on the electrical force. In the

model presented in this thesis, the effect of the profile is uniquely summarized in

rms displacement. Although one can have the same rms displacement for differ-

ent combinations of normalized static ambient pressure and electrical force, for

a given pair of Pb/Pg and tg/tge, the electrical force and the model elements can

be uniquely defined as functions of rms displacement.

In Fig. 2.6, the applied normalized bias voltage is plotted versus normalized

rms displacement as a continuation of the CMUT biasing chart of [35] at Pb/Pg =

0.2 (dotted). Static deflection profiles obtained at Pb/Pg = 0.2 and tg/tge= 0.4,

0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.9, for V/Vr<10 are used to calculate the rms displacement

(xR = xR/tge) of each profile. In the collapsed mode, the displacement-voltage

relationship changes with changing tg/tge value.
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Figure 2.6: CMUT biasing chart covering uncollapsed and collapsed regions at
Pb/Pg = 0.2, and tg/tge=0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.9

In order to see the difference, the snapback points (where the membrane

releases from the bottom layer) obtained with our calculations, and uniform-force

calculations are closely plotted in Fig. 2.7. Blue dots show the correct snapback

points obtained with model force calculations, while red dots on the dashed line

are the uniform force assumption solutions. We observe that the uniform-force

solution brings significant error especially for larger tg/tge, where the electrical

force is highly nonuniform.

In Fig. 2.8, rms displacements calculated with both the model force and the

uniform force approximation are plotted as a function of normalized bias voltage,

at Pb/Pg = 0 and tg/tge = 0.73. The uncollapsed mode static analysis result

for vacuum (Pb = 0), obtained with the uniform pressure approximation given

in Fig. 5 of [35] is shown here with a dashed curve. The model force result
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Figure 2.7: Snapback points for tg/tge=0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.9 on CMUT
biasing chart at Pb/Pg = 0.2. Red dots on the dashed line are the uniform
pressure approximation solutions. Separate blue dots are calculated with actual
force profile

shown in the plot (solid curve) is obtained also in vacuum, and the electrical

force distribution on the membrane is highly non-uniform in the unstable region

and in the collapsed region. The results obtained with the uniform pressure

approximation of electrical force (Eq.2.6) considerably diverge from the model

force results in these regions. This is the source of the error in the prediction of

snapback voltage in [49].

The transition from the uncollapsed mode to the collapsed mode happens at a

voltage level where the membrane quickly passes through the unstable region and

reaches a new balance point in the collapsed region (upward arrow). The snapback

transition from the collapsed mode (at zero contact radius) to the uncollapsed

mode occurs at a lower voltage (downward arrow).
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Figure 2.8: Normalized displacement xR as a function of normalized applied
voltage VDC/Vr in uncollapsed and collapsed modes for tg/tge = 0.73.
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Chapter 3

Lumped Element Model of a

Single CMUT in Collapsed Mode

The static calculations of collapsed membrane bending are used to define the

elements in the lumped model of Fig. 3.1. As seen from the electrical side, the

Figure 3.1: The equivalent electrical circuit model of a CMUT with the through
variable vR.

CMUT behaves like a capacitor whose value depends on instantaneous mem-

brane displacement. On the left side of Fig. 3.1, this is represented with C0, the

undeflected membrane capacitance, and two current sources, iC and iV [35]

iC = (C − C0)
dV (t)

dt
(3.1)

iV = V (t)
dC

dt
(3.2)
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where C is the instantaneous electrical capacitance.

In the electrical analogy of CMUT mechanics, the through and across variables

are the rms velocity vR and the corresponding energy-conserving rms force fR [35].

On the right side of Fig. 3.1, we see the rms forces acting on the membrane:

the electrical force fR, the force due to ambient pressure FRb, and the dynamic

external force fRI (Fig.3.2). Another force is the inertial force of the membrane

mass. The membrane exerts a restoring force against all forces, determined by its

Figure 3.2: The forces acting on the CMUT membrane.

compliance CRm. In the uncollapsed mode, the compliance has a fixed value [35]

of

CRm0
=

9 (1− υ2) a2

80 π E t3m
, (3.3)

and in collapsed mode, it increases with increasing contact radius.

The instantaneous values of C and CRm, and hence the transduction force, are

determined by the instantaneous rms displacement. The static and instantaneous

values are the same for each of these lumped model elements and force.

Since the through variable in the model is chosen as rms velocity, the model

inductance, which conserves the energy, is the mass of the membrane [35,37,49]:

LRm = π a2 tm ρ. (3.4)

The dynamic lumped element model is completed by terminating the acous-

tic port by appropriate radiation impedance. The radiation impedance ZRR is
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dependent on the instantaneous contact radius, and consequently on rms dis-

placement.

A large set of static bending calculations is obtained in order to define the

lumped parameters’ dependence on xR, tg/tge and Pb/Pg. For each bending profile

solution, C is calculated first and it is used to find fR and CRm.

Static analysis solutions for x(r) are obtained at seven different values of

tg/tge = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.82, and 0.9, and interpolation can be done for

intermediate values. When tg/tge is less than 0.4, the profile is the same as for

uniform force distribution. When tg/tge is chosen larger than 0.9, the iterations

do not converge, hence the model is valid beyond this value.

For each tg/tge value, Pb/Pg = 0, 0.2, 1, and 2 cases are analyzed, because

the intermediate values can be accurately interpolated from the data obtained at

those static pressure levels.

For each case, the solutions are obtained at 50 values of (V/Vr) between

the normalized snapback voltage (the voltage level at which the membrane exits

collapse mode) and a large value, 10. So, a total of 1400 normalized cases are

analyzed. With each sweep of V/Vr, keeping tg/tge and Pb/Pg fixed, we obtained

curves of C, CRm and b.

3.0.1 Capacitance

The capacitance C for a given deflection profile x(r) is

C = C0

∫

1

0

2r

1− x(r)
dr. (3.5)

C0 = ǫ0 π a2/tge is the undeflected membrane capacitance.

In Fig. 3.3, the calculated C/C0 values are plotted as a function of xR for

different values of tg/tge. For demonstration purposes, only Pb/Pg=0.2 case is

given. When the membrane is uncollapsed, the normalized capacitance is not
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affected by tg/tge. In collapsed mode, the membrane can approach the substrate

more for larger values of tg/tge (thin insulator), and both the capacitance and

the rms displacement can be comparatively large. As tg/tge decreases (larger

insulator thickness), both the displacement and the capacitance assume smaller

values. The dashed line is the plot of uncollapsed mode capacitance calculated

Figure 3.3: Normalized electrical capacitance as a function of normalized rms
displacement. Pb/Pg = 0.2 and tg/tge = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.82 and 0.9

using the formula of uniform pressure approximation given in Table B.1. The

collapsed mode calculations start with the snapback, so the initial points on solid

lines correspond to the transition from collapsed mode to uncollapsed mode.

However, those points do not coincide with the dashed plot, because of the slight

error caused by uniform pressure approximation.

3.0.2 Electrical Force

The electrical force is the energy-conserving force, defined as:

fR =
dEel

dxR

=
V 2

2

dC

dxR

=
V 2

2 tge

dC

dxR

. (3.6)

dC/dxR term is introduced into the lumped model. With C/C0 data in hand,

dC/dxR is numerically derived for all tg/tge and Pb/Pg. The capacitance and the

capacitance derivative are defined as separate functions of xR for every Pb/Pg and
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tg/tge pair.
1

3.0.3 Compliance

The compliance of the membrane is defined as the ratio of xR to the rms force

on the membrane. In our deflection profile calculations, this force is the sum of

the static electrical force FR and the static uniform force FRb = Pb π a2
√
5/3:

CRm =
xR

FR + FRb
. (3.7)

The plot of rms displacement as a function of rms restoring force at different

Figure 3.4: Normalized rms displacement as a function of normalized restoring
force of the membrane in uncollapsed mode (dotted) and in collapsed mode (solid)
for Pb/Pg = 0.2 and tg/tge=0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.9.

tg/tge values is given in Fig.3.4. xR is plotted with respect to FRm/FRg, where

1Observing that the Pb/Pg dependencies of capacitance and capacitance derivative are weak,
it is possible to use the Pb/Pg = 0.2 data for all values of static pressure.
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FRm = FR+FRb, FRg = Pg π a2
√
5/3 (FRb/FRg=0.2 in this case). The uncollapsed

mode expression, FRm/FRg =
√
5 xR, is also plotted as the dotted line. In the

uncollapsed mode, the membrane behaves like a linear spring. In the collapsed

mode, the relation is nonlinear. As the contact radius increases, the membrane

gets stiffer, and more force is needed to bend it further.

The normalized compliance CRm/CRm0
is plotted with respect to xR in Fig. 3.5

for different tg/tge values with Pb/Pg=0. In the stable region of the uncollapsed

mode, the membrane has fixed compliance CRm0
. In the unstable region of the

uncollapsed mode, the compliance assumes higher values than CRm0
. When the

membrane gets in contact with the bottom layer (this is also the snapback point),

the compliance decreases nonlinearly with increasing displacement. The mem-

brane gets stiffer at larger contact radii. The point of contact is determined by

the thickness of insulator. For tg/tge = 0.4 case, the insulator is so thick that

the membrane touches the bottom layer without experiencing instability. On the

other hand, for tg/tge = 0.9, there is a wide region of instability at the end of

which the compliance reaches a high value.

Figure 3.5: Normalized compliance of the membrane as a function of normalized
rms displacement. Pb/Pg = 0 and tg/tge = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.82 and 0.9

In Fig. 3.6, the normalized compliance is plotted for different levels of ambient

pressure Pb/Pg (tg/tge = 0.73 case is shown). At vacuum, the membrane starts
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with zero deflection at V = 0, while there is an initial deflection for Pb/Pg = 0.2,

1 or 2. For Pb/Pg = 1 or 2, the ambient pressure is so large that the membrane

touches bottom even at V = 0; hence it is always in collapse mode. For Pb/Pg

= 2, the initial deflection is larger, and the initial compliance is correspondingly

smaller. In the collapsed mode, the compliance at the same displacement turns

out to be larger for higher ambient pressure.

Figure 3.6: Normalized compliance of the membrane as a function of normalized
rms displacement for tg/tge = 0.73 and Pb/Pg = 0, 0.2, 1 and 2. Black dots show
the initial displacements at V = 0.

3.0.4 Contact Radius

Fig. 3.7 shows the normalized contact radius, b, as a function of xR for two values

of Pb/Pg and for different values of tg/tge. For Pb/Pg = 1, ambient pressure is

strong enough to make the membrane touch the bottom layer even at zero voltage.

So the Pb/Pg = 1 plots start at nonzero b values.

We observe significant difference between the solid and dashed plots of

tg/tge=0.9 case. Close to snapback, they assume very different xR values at the
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same contact radius. This is because the bending profiles of uniform pressure-

deflected and electrical force-deflected membranes are considerably different in

collapsed mode.

Figure 3.7: Normalized contact radius as a function of normalized rms displace-
ment for Pb/Pg = 0, 1, and tg/tge = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.82, and 0.9. b=0
corresponds to snapback point.

3.0.5 Discussions

In order to adapt all the calculations to the lumped model, polynomials are fitted

to the numerical results of C(xR)/C0, dC(xR)/dxR, CRm(xR)/CRm0
, and b(xR).

As we can record finite number of data, the results at discrete values of Pb/Pg

and tg/tge are included in the model. The results at the remaining values are

obtained using linear interpolation. The polynomial coefficients of a sample case,

Pb/Pg = 0.2 and tg/tge = 0.73, are given in the Appendix.

Fig.3.8 shows the reliability of linear interpolation for the restoring force.

tg/tge=0.5 and tg/tge=0.65 results are linearly interpolated to reach tg/tge=0.6

result, and the approximation is consistent with calculated results. Similarly,

interpolation can be used for capacitance and compliance.

While obtaining datasets for the membrane compliance, we observed that

the normalized compliance can be approximately expressed as a unique function

of xR/tg for a given Pb/Pg. It means, two CMUTs with the same membrane
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Figure 3.8: Interpolated value of xR(FRm/FRg) compared to the calculated value.
tg/tge=0.6 data is obtained from tg/tge=0.5 and tg/tge=0.65 data.

dimensions will have approximately the same compliance for the same xR/tg

values. In Fig.3.9, CMUT 2 has the same membrane dimensions with CMUT 1,

where its gap height is twice the gap height of CMUT 1, tg2 = 2 tg1. In this case,

CRm2
(xR) ≃ CRm1

(xR/2).

Using this approximation, a single compliance function can be used to derive

the compliance of all tg/tge values, for a fixed Pb/Pg value. In Fig.3.10, using

tg/tge=0.65 data, the compliance functions for all the other tg/tge values are

obtained through the formula

CRmn
(xR) = CRm0.65

(

xR
0.65

n

)

, (3.8)

where n = tg/tge.

Dotted lines show the curves obtained using tg/tge=0.65 data, and the solid
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Figure 3.9: Two CMUTs with the same membrane dimensions, different air gap
height.

lines show the numerically calculated compliance plots for each of the tg/tge val-

ues. There is good agreement up to tg/tge=0.82.

Figure 3.10: Normalized compliance of the membrane obtained using xR/tg nor-
malization. tg/tge = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.82 and 0.9 plots are all obtained
through tg/tge=0.65 compliance(dotted). The calculations for each tg/tge are also
given with solid lines. Pb/Pg = 0.2
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Chapter 4

Collapsed Mode Radiation

Impedance

Figure 4.1: Neighboring CMUTs.

In the uncollapsed mode, the self radiation impedance of a cell is dependent

on the operation frequency and membrane radius, and for the mutual radiation

impedance between two cells, the cell-to-cell distance is another factor. In the

collapsed mode, self and mutual radiation impedances also depend on the contact

radii of the CMUT and its neighbor (see Fig.4.1). The self and mutual radiation

impedances in collapsed mode operation should be introduced as a function of

contact radii.

The interaction between the CMUT membrane and the radiation medium is

determined by the velocity profile of the membrane. In uncollapsed mode, the

entire membrane surface is active, whereas the periphery beyond the contact point

is the active region in collapsed mode as in Fig.4.2. The radiation impedance of
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Figure 4.2: The velocity profile of the collapsed CMUT membrane.

this type of membrane is calculated by Alper Ozgurluk [51] and given as:

ZRR = π a2 ρ0 c0 {R1(ka) + j X1(ka)}. (4.1)

The real and imaginary parts of normalized self radiation impedance are plotted

in Fig. 4.3 as a function of ka (k is the wavenumber) for different values of b. Here,

the b = 0 curve is the same as the uncollapsed mode self radiation impedance.

For ka<0.5, there is slight difference in impedance at different contact radii. As

ka increases, the impedance becomes strongly dependent on the contact radius.

For ka>16 (radius/wavelength ≃ 2.5), Z(ka) ≃ 1 for all cases.

For the mutual radiation impedance between two CMUTs, b1, b2 (the contact

radii of the CMUTs), and d (center-to-center distance) are additional factors.

In Fig. 4.4, the real and imaginary parts of the normalized mutual radiation

impedance are plotted as a function of kd, for ka = 1, b1 = 0.3, and b2 =0,

0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. In this plot, the mutual radiation impedance seems to weakly

depend on the contact radius. However, this situation changes with increasing

ka. In Fig. 4.5, impedance is plotted as a function of kd, at ka = 3. In this figure,

we observe strong dependence on the contact radius.

In Fig. 4.6, kd is fixed to 6, and the normalized mutual radiation impedance
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Figure 4.3: The real (upper figure) and imaginary (lower figure) parts of self
radiation impedance of a CMUT in collapsed mode as a function of ka for various
normalized contact radii, b.

is plotted as a function of ka. A similar plot is obtained for kd = 30 in Fig. 4.7.

For fixed a and d, the change in mutual radiation impedance with changing

frequency is shown in Fig. 4.8 where d = 2.1 a, and in Fig. 4.9 where d = 5 a.

All the figures show that the mutual radiation impedance strongly depends on

the contact radii of the cells, and the dependence is not linear or can be handled

through simple expressions. So the impedance should be introduced to the model

as a function of two contact radii. The only exception is small signal operation,

in which all the CMUTs in an array have almost the same contact radius at a

time point. For such simulations, the impedance data can be introduced as a

function of single contact radius for both cells.

For the equivalent circuit model, we record the self and mutual radiation

impedance data at discrete values of all parameters, and use the data as a lookup

table. For the self radiation impedance, we use 9 values of contact radii, up to

b = 0.6. The required ZRR value is interpolated dynamically in the contact radius

space. Similarly, the mutual radiation impedance data is also recorded at discrete
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Figure 4.4: The real (upper figure) and imaginary (lower figure) parts of mutual
radiation impedance of a CMUT in collapsed mode as a function of kd for b1=0.3
and b2=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. ka = 1.

values of contact radius pairs, up to b1 = 0.6 and b2 = 0.6. The use of ZRR data

in ADS3, and construction of an array model is described in the Appendix.

3Advanced Design System from Agilent Technologies
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Figure 4.5: The mutual radiation impedance of a CMUT in collapsed mode as a
function of kd for b1=0.2 and b2=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. ka = 3.

Figure 4.6: The mutual radiation impedance of a CMUT in collapsed mode as a
function of ka for b1=0.2 and b2=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. kd = 6.
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Figure 4.7: The mutual radiation impedance of a CMUT in collapsed mode as a
function of ka for b1=0.2 and b2=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. kd = 30.

Figure 4.8: The mutual radiation impedance of a CMUT in collapsed mode as a
function of ka for b1=0.2 and b2=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. kd = 2.1 ka.
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Figure 4.9: The mutual radiation impedance of a CMUT in collapsed mode as a
function of ka for b1=0.2 and b2=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. kd = 5 ka.
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Chapter 5

Simulations with Equivalent

Circuit Model of Uncollapsed

and Collapsed Mode CMUT

The equivalent electrical circuit is simulated with ADS3, a time-domain circuit

simulator capable of handling frequency domain input data. Parameter values

used in the following simulations are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Parameters of CMUT cell used in simulations

E υ ǫr ρ
110 GPa 0.27 5.4 3.1 g/cm3

a tm ti tg
30 µm 1.2 µm 0.4 µm 0.2 µm

The transient response of a CMUT under large sinusoidal excitation is shown

in Fig. 5.1. The equivalent circuit simulations are given together with the FEA
4 simulations. The CMUT is in water, and all the parameters are as given in

Table 5.1, except tm = 1.4µm and ti = 0.2µm. The resonance frequency of the

3Advanced Design System from Agilent Technologies
4FEA simulations are carried out in ANSYS 13.0. A 2-D axisymmetric model of a single

CMUT is created as in [51].
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membrane is 4.57MHz in the uncollapsed mode. The applied DC voltage is larger

than the collapse voltage (37V). On top of the DC voltage, a 5MHz AC signal

of 30V amplitude is applied. The simulations show that the CMUT operates

at a lower frequency, 2.5MHz. Only at one of each two cycles, the membrane

experiences collapse mode. In every other cycle, the rms displacement becomes

negative, the instantaneous gap height becomes very large, and the electrical force

is very small. In those cycles, the increase in the voltage and the electrical force

cannot pull the membrane back. So, the response is observed at half of the drive

frequency. The equivalent circuit model is successful in predicting this response.

Figure 5.1: The transient response of single CMUT under large sinusoidal exci-
tation in water, predicted by lumped element and FEM simulations (Pb=0).

In Fig. 5.2, the positive and negative ramp signal response (in water) is given.

The medium pressure is assumed to be zero. FEA simulations are added for

comparison. The collapse timing is the same for both simulations, while there

is a slight difference in snapback timing. According to the model, the snapback

occurs at 31.5V. FEM simulation predicts the snapback at 32V. Since a single

CMUT is considered, the radiation resistance is rather low and the membrane is
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lightly loaded. At the frequency of oscillation in uncollapsed mode, ka is small

at about 0.2 and the approximate value of the radiation impedance ZRR is 42.4

( 1 + j10 ) µN-s/m. The quality factor of the radiation impedance is already

about 10. The mass of the membrane increases this further. So, the bandwidth

is quite small, and slowly decaying oscillations are observed after the sudden pull

and release of the membrane.

Figure 5.2: The collapse and snapback behavior of the CMUT of Table 5.1 in
water, predicted by lumped element and FEM simulations (Pb=0).

In the collapsed mode, the resonance frequency is not fixed, since the mem-

brane compliance decreases with increasing deflection. Fig. 5.3 depicts the reso-

nance frequency, at which the maximum amount of real power is delivered to the

medium, as a function of the DC bias voltage. Here, the CMUT of Table 5.1 is

driven in water with an AC signal of 1V peak voltage. The uncollapsed region is

also plotted. As the bias voltage is increased toward the collapse voltage, the res-

onance frequency decreases slightly. But as soon as the membrane collapses, the

membrane stiffness, and the resonance frequency increases. As the collapse ra-

dius gets larger, the membrane becomes even stiffer and the resonance frequency

increases monotonically. The dashed line in the same figure shows the amplitude

of the pressure on the medium radiation resistance at the corresponding reso-

nance frequencies. Notice that at a bias voltage of 100V, the CMUT generates a

pressure of more than 55kPa/V.
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Figure 5.3: The resonance frequency of a single CMUT (Table 5.1, in water, Pb

= 1atm) and the pressure on the real part of the self radiation impedance at the
resonance frequency as a function of bias voltage, as predicted by the lumped
element model.

As an application of the model, a CMUT cell in water at ambient pressure is

driven with a 50V pulse of 10 nsec rise and fall times. The maximum instanta-

neous pressure across the membrane surface is plotted as a function of membrane

radius a. The other dimensions of the CMUT cell are kept fixed at tm = 1µm,

ti = 0.1µm, and tg = 0.1µm. The solid curve of Fig. 5.4 gives the maximum in-

stantaneous pressure obtained at the rising edge of the voltage pulse (collapsing),

and the dashed line gives the maximum pressure at the falling edge (at snap-

back). As the radius of the membrane is increased, the collapse voltage reduces.

For a < 11.4µm, the collapse voltage is higher than 50V; hence collapse never

occurs. The resulting pressure is relatively low. When a > 11.4µm, collapse oc-

curs on the rising edge. The pressure maximum increases almost 10 times. As a

is increased further, the membrane is driven more and more in the deep-collapse

mode. The pressure maximum at the rising edge increases monotonically as the

cell radius is increased. This prediction is consistent with the measurement re-

sults of CMUTs in deep-collapse mode [48]. On the other hand, the pressure

maximum at the falling edge seems to be saturated around a constant value.
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Figure 5.4: The maximum instantaneous pressure at the membrane surface as
a function of radius, at the rising (collapsing) and falling (snapback) edges of a
50V pulse at ambient pressure in water.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this work, an equivalent circuit model for the collapsed mode operation of

CMUT is obtained. The static deflection profile of a circular CMUT in collapsed

mode is numerically calculated by introducing the radial distance dependent elec-

trical force into Timoshenko’s equation. Using this force profile, the deflection

profile and the snapback point are calculated precisely. The static deflection

profile solutions are used to determine the electrical capacitance, the electrical

force, the mechanical compliance of the membrane for various CMUTs of different

dimensions and physical parameters, under different pressure and voltage levels.

The calculations are carried out in a normalized basis, so that any CMUT’s model

can be constituted through simple arithmetical calculations using this basis.

There are three main parameters that determine the deflection profile of col-

lapsed mode CMUT; the air gap height normalized to the effective gap height

(tg/tge), the uniform pressure on the membrane normalized to a reference pressure

(Pb/Pg), and the applied voltage normalized to the collapse voltage (V/Vr). 1400

static deflection calculations are carried out for tg/tge = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73,

0.82, and 0.9; Pb/Pg=0, 0.2, 1, and 2; (V/Vr) between the normalized snapback

voltage (the voltage level at which the membrane exits collapse mode) and a large

value, 10. The model is valid in the range of those values. Interpolation can be

done for intermediate values. The results are used to obtain the curves of C, CRm

and b. The model is merged with the uncollapsed mode model to obtain a single
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model for simulating the whole operation of CMUT.

In the collapsed mode, the self and mutual radiation impedances depend on

the contact radius. The self and mutual radiation impedances are introduced

to the model as a set of lookup tables, for discrete values of b<0.6, and an

instantaneous interpolation is used.

As the circuit elements are expressed through polynomials that are fitted to

numerical calculations, inaccuracy may result from slight differences in calcu-

lations and the fitted polynomials. The interpolation between discrete data is

another source of inaccuracy. There is a compromise between computation cost

and accuracy; considering the needs, the degrees of the fitted polynomials and

the number of discrete data can be increased for better accuracy.

Transient simulations of single CMUT cell are closely consistent with FEA re-

sults. Collapse, snapback, and the decaying oscillations following sudden collapse

and release of the membrane are successfully predicted by the model.

Simulations with the model show that high transmit pressures can be achieved

by operating in the collapse mode. The reason is the reduced gap height at the

contact region, where larger electrical force is obtained with the same voltage.

Also we observed that the membrane stiffness increases nonlinearly with increas-

ing contact radius, and the membrane can store larger energy at larger deflection,

and high force is available when it is released.

We can predict any large or small-signal operation of a single CMUT in the

order of minutes. The same transient simulation takes ∼100 times longer with

FEA. The model can simulate arrays of collapsed mode CMUTs, which are im-

possible to simulate with FEA due to computation cost. An array of 10x10

CMUTs can be simulated in ∼30 sec/frequency speed in AC analysis. Study on

array modeling still continues with parameter optimizations and testing, and no

simulations are given in this thesis.

Even in arrays working in uncollapsed mode, some CMUTs may experience
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collapse mode due to crosstalk. With our model, arrays containing CMUTs op-

erating both in collapsed and uncollapsed modes can be simulated. The model is

expected to accelerate the studies on the collapsed mode, and improve the per-

formance of CMUT operation by offering fast simulation opportunity. The effect

of any parameter on the performance can be determined very quickly, and the

model can be used to optimize CMUT geometries or find the optimum driving

voltage waveform for the highest transmit power, and the best receive sensitivity.
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Appendix A

Calculation of Deflection Profile

The routine for calculating the deflection profile of the collapsed CMUT mem-

brane is described in Chapter 2. The calculations are carried out in MATLAB

using the following code, described within the command lines:

%Numerical calculation of static deflection profile of col lapsed ...

mode CMUT

%OUTPUT

%Xrms: rms membrane displacement normalized to effective g ap height

%C: Electrical capacitance normalized to undeflected memb . ...

capacitance

%bpre: Contact radius normalized to membrane radius

%INPUT

%Pn: Uniformly distributed pressure on the membrane normal ized ...

to Pg

%Vn: Applied voltage normalized to collapse voltage

%tn: Air gap height normalized to effective gap height

function [Xrms,C,bpre]=collapsed(Pn,Vn,tn)

eps=8.854e −12;

syms q real
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Fpoly=64 * (Pn+2/9 * Vnˆ2/(1 −tn)ˆ2 * (1 −q) * 1.5); %initial guess of ...

force density

db=1;

bpre=0;

%THE ITERATIONS CONTINUE UNTIL THE NORMALIZED CONTACT RADIUS ...

CONVERGES

while abs(db) >0.0001

%db: difference between the contact radius results of adjac ent ...

iterations

syms b q real %b: contact radius normalized to membrane radius

%q: radial distance normalized to membrane radius

syms C1 C2 C3 C4 real

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%DEFINE DISPLACEMENT FUNCTION AS GIVEN IN Eq.2.7%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Y: Normalized displacement as a function of normalized rad ial ...

distance

%dY: First radial derivative of displacement function

%ddY: Second radial derivative of displacement function

Y=int((int((int((int(Fpoly * q,q,b,q)+C1)/q,q)+C2) * q,q)+C3)/q,q)+C4;

dY=diff(Y,q);

ddY=diff(dY,q);

%PRODUCE 4 EQUATIONS BY APPLYING THE FIRST 4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ...

OF Eq.2.10

X1=vpa(subs(Y,q,1));

X2=vpa(subs(Y,q,b) −tn);

X3=vpa(subs(dY,q,1));

X4=vpa(subs(dY,q,b));

%SOLVE FOR C1, C2, C3, C4

[G1,G2,G3,G4]=solve(X1,X2,X3,X4, 'C1,C2,C3,C4' );

%SUBSTITUTE C1,C2,C3,C4, AND EXPRESS Y AND ddY IN TERMS OF q AND b.

C1=G1;

C2=G2;

C3=G3;

C4=G4;

Y=vpa(subs(Y));

ddY=vpa(subs(ddY));
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%DEFINE THE ELECTRICAL FORCE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION, USING YFUNCTION

F=vpa(64 * (Pn+2/9 * Vnˆ2/(1 −Y)ˆ2));

%FIND b BY APPLYING LAST BOUNDARY CONDITION OF Eq.2.10

%b can be found by finding the ddY function's zero −intersecting ...

point

ddY=vpa(subs(ddY,q,b));

b=[1e −3:1e −3:1 −1e−3];

der=subs(ddY);

n=interp1(der,b,0);

b=n;

%UPDATE "while" CONDITION AND SET bpre TO OBTAINED b

db=b−bpre;

bpre=b;

%IN Y AND F FUNCTIONS, SUBSTITUTE b WITH THE OBTAINED VALUE

syms q real

Y=subs(Y); % Y(q)

q=[b:(1 −b)/1000:1];

yy=subs(Y);

Fq=vpa(subs(F));

%FIT THE ELECTRICAL FORCE DENSITY TO A POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE 14

syms Fpoly real

PP=polyfit(q,Fq,14);

syms b q qq real

%A spatial adjustment is applied below, in order to prevent v ery ...

high forces in the next iteration

qq=q−(b −bpre);

Fpoly=poly2sym(PP,qq);

end

%CALCULATE THE RMS VALUE OF NORMALIZED DISPLACEMENT

Xrms=sqrt(int(2 * q* Yˆ2,q,bpre,1)+bpreˆ2 * tnˆ2)

%CALCULATE THE NORMALIZED ELECTRICAL CAPACITANCE

q=[bpre:(1 −bpre)/1000:1];

dC=2* (1 −bpre)/1000. * q./(1 −yy);

C=(bpreˆ2/(1 −tn)+sum(dC))
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Appendix B

Model Parameters

Table B.1 lists all the uncollapsed and collapsed mode expressions for lumped

parameters, and the mode transition conditions. For the uncollapsed mode, we

have nonlinear equations [35]. For the collapsed mode, we have polynomials for

tg/tge = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.73, 0.82, and 0.9; and Pb/Pg = 0, 0.2, 1, and 2.

Continuous transition between collapsed and uncollapsed regions is insured

by defining the transition points exactly at the intersections of uncollapsed and

collapsed mode expressions.

As an example to the coefficients of the polynomials and the transition points,

the tg/tge = 0.73, Pb/Pg = 0.2 case is given in Table B.2. Simulations at in-

termediate tg/tge and Pb/Pg values can be performed using interpolation. For

tg/tge = 0.58 and Pb/Pg = 0.4, the instantaneous capacitance and compliance

should be calculated as

C|tg/tge=0.58 = 0.2 C
∣

∣

∣

tg/tge=0.5
+ 0.8 C

∣

∣

∣

tg/tge=0.6

CRm

∣

∣

∣

Pb/Pg=0.4
= 0.75 CRm

∣

∣

∣

Pb/Pg=0.2
+ 0.25 CRm

∣

∣

∣

Pb/Pg=1

.

Polynomials are sensitive to coefficient precision, and the provided precision

should be conserved when they are used in a model.

The normalized compliance is valid for xR/tg < 0.8, and the lumped model is
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not guaranteed to converge to a solution beyond this value.

The self radiation impedance is dependent on the frequency, the membrane

radius, and also on the contact radius in collapsed mode. The mutual radiation

impedance is dependent on the frequency, the membrane radius, the center-to-

center distances between membranes and the contact radius in collapsed mode.

Their values are introduced through lookup tables. There is a single lookup table

for uncollapsed mode, while there are many lookup tables of collapsed mode for

different b values. Impedance at intermediate b values should be interpolated.

All of the lookup tables for “R1(ka) + j X1(ka)” are prepared as s2p files. The

frequency parameter corresponds to ka in all files.
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Table B.1: Parameter expressions in uncollapsed and collapsed modes

Uncollapsed Mode Collapsed Mode

CRm if hu(xR) < hc(xR), = CRm0
hu(xR) where else = CRm0

hc(xR) where

hu(xR) =































∑
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1 otherwise
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0 otherwise
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√
5xR), g(u) =
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√
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√
u

else = C0
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i=0
nix

i
R

fR if xR < Xf , =
√
5V 2 C0

2tge
g′(

√
5 xR), g
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2u
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1−u
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else = V 2 C0

2 tge

∑

3

i=1
i ni x

i−1

R

b if xR < Xb, = 0 else = a
∑6

i=0
pix

i
R

ZRR if b = 0, Z(ka, b), with b = 0 else Z(ka, b), with b=0.05, 0.1, 0.15 ... 0.6
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Table B.2: Table of Polynomial Coefficients for Pb/Pg=0.2 and tg/tge=0.73

l0 l1 l2 l3 l4

43.324 -54.67 330.07 -876.04 877.55

m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7

537.77 -7978.88 50668.32 -177920.22 372639.41 -465350.30 320838.34 -94225.80

XC XF n0 n1 n2 n3

0.2579 0.3045 1.1297 -0.8666 6.0994 -0.1124

Xb p0 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6

0.32 13.0537 -145.5684 625.2401 -1305.847 1349.5205 -552.4294 0
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Appendix C

Lumped Element Model in ADS

ADS3 is a suitable circuit design environment for realizing the lumped element

model of CMUT, as it is possible to introduce lookup tables and perform inter-

polation in multiple dimensions, define nonlinear parametrical equations both in

time and frequency domains. The equivalent electrical circuit of a single CMUT

cell modeled in ADS is given in Fig.C.1. SDD (Symbolically Defined Device)

blocks are used for defining nonlinear voltage and current equations. The ex-

pressions for capacitance, capacitance derivative, and compliance are defined in

“Variables and Equations” elements (not shown here). On the left side of the first

Figure C.1: The lumped element model of single CMUT cell in ADS.

3Advanced Design System from Agilent Technologies
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SDD block, the electrical current is supplied to the electrical port; it is the time

derivative of the instantaneous value of“vIN C”. The right side of the same block

introduces the electrical force and the force due to ambient pressure, which is

“FRb + 0.5 v2INdC/dxR”. The second block defines the compliance. The current,

which is velocity, is equal to the time derivative of the displacement (=restoring

force x compliance). The inertial force of the membrane is represented with an

inductor, inductance of which is equal to the membrane mass. And the last el-

ement included in the cell model is the self radiation impedance of the cell. In

single CMUT simulations the mechanical port should be grounded as the cell

model contains the self radiation impedance. In array simulations, it is used for

introducing the mutual impedance between neighboring cells.

The self radiation impedance element is a component on its own, in which the

impedance is defined through lookup tables as functions of contact radius and

ka. In Fig.C.2 the self radiation impedance component is shown. Each of the

“access data” commands introduce the impedance as a function of ka at a fixed

value of contact radius. This command reads the impedance from the lookup table

in the related “.ds”” document, and interpolates in frequency domain. There are

nine data readers for b= 0, 0.5, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6. In the SDD

block, interpolation is performed between impedance functions of discrete b. In

order to interpolate instantaneously for changing contact radius in time domain,

the rms velocity is separately convolved with each of the impedance functions

of discrete b values, and interpolation is performed between the resulting force

signals.

The mutual radiation impedance is used separately to connect the cells in

an array as shown in Fig.C.4. In this figure, an 2x2 CMUT array model is

given. Each CMUT is connected to other CMUTs through a mutual impedance

component. As there are 6 pair connections between 4 CMUTs, we have 6 mu-

tual impedance elements. For a closely packed array as seen on Fig.C.3, and

the center-to-center distance between the CMUTs is d1 for all pairs, except the

CMUT1-CMUT4 pair of distance d2. The mutual radiation impedance of each

pair depends on their distance.
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Figure C.2: The self radiation impedance model in ADS.

The mutual radiation impedance between two cells is defined with an SDD

block. It calculates the force exerted on each of the cells due to their interaction.

Similar to the self radiation impedance case, the mutual radiation impedance is

introduced at discrete values of contact radius. In Fig.C.5, a mutual radiation

impedance block is given. Small signal operation is assumed here, and the mutual

impedance is introduced as function of the same b values for both cells. There are

DACs (Data Access Components) (not shown here) for reading the impedance

data from the document and interpolate in ka and kd domains. The impedance

data produced by the DACs for each discrete value of b and d are used in the

SDD. The velocity of a cell is convolved with the mutual radiation impedance at

all discrete b values and interpolation is performed at instantaneous b to find the

force exerted on the neighboring cell.
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Figure C.3: Closely packed 2x2 CMUT array.

Figure C.4: The demonstration of mutual impedances in a 2x2 CMUT array.
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Figure C.5: The ADS model of mutual radiation impedance between 2 cells.
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